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Rogers: The Anti-Christian Background of German Literary Naturalism

the anti christian
of

background
german literary naturalism
R MAX ROGERS

during the last twenty years of the nineteenth century the
age of german naturalism christianity assailed many times
since its foundation was once again the subject of attack the
basis of the antichristian
anti christian attitude was on the one hand the
contention that the historical substructure of religious beliefs
had been shaken on the other hand it was claimed that biblical
criticism called for a revelation of the genuineness of the documentary accounts which deal with the early church its history
and the nature and validity of its dogmas often the battleground shifted to metaphysics the existence of god of supernatural powers or of any supersensuous reality was denied or

declared unknowable historians materialistic philosophers
and scientists pressed their attack against the church and sought
influence
inf luence on the course of human af
fairs
affairs
to destroy all christian ing
strong and insistent objections of a sociological nature were
also advanced to prove the impotence and inefficacy of the socdoctrin aires vehemently inial program of the church marxian doctrinaires
sisted that religion was the opiate of the people that the
church was indifferent to man s lot on earth and that it was
therefore in league with the rich and the mighty but it was
not just the history the metaphysics and the social doctrines
and social program of the church which were being censured
it was the christian conception of life and christian spirituality
that were assailed it was in short the whole of christianity
that its critics hoped to destroy
As a weltanschauung naturalism is based in great part
on positivism and materialism As first expounded by auguste
comte in france in 1830 positivism maintains that the only
valid knowledge is scientific knowledge ie the knowledge
of what is given in sense perception and verifiable by the experiphiloso
mental method the basis of comte s whole system of philosof
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phy is his so called loi de les irois
etats1 through which every
trois aars
branch of human knowledge successively passes in the first
betat theologique
etat
state 16tat
theolog ique the human mind was still explaining
th6ologlque
all phenomena by the wills of the deities in the second state
betat
16tat
meta physique abstract causes are substituted for gods
etat metaphysique
m6taphysique
or for god as an ultimate explanation of the world the third
betat
state is then 16tat
etat positif
posit if which looks upon the metaphysical
state as just a necessary interlude during which positive science
gradually reaches complete maturity the positive spirit is essentially
senti ally the spirit of positive science which feels no interest in
gods or in causes because it is never concerned with the why
but only with the what and the how laws not causes are
the only valid explanation for all knowable facts all human
concepts and therefore all human societies have to arrive
necessarily at this third and last stage in the course of their
development comte in view of the breakdown of the ancien
regime in state and society was attempting to build a new type
r6gime
of social order according to new principles and by extending
the spirit of positive science to social facts he created the new
science sociology 2 we can act upon matter comte argues because we know its laws and once we know fundamental social
laws we can easily act upon societies
antl meta
physical positivism denies the value of
metaphysical
being anti
genuinely philosophical or rational speculation and substitutes
for it the methods of the mathematical and physical sciences
by its very nature it eliminates religion interpreted as the
service adoration and worship of god and substitutes for it a
1humanitl this positivist point of view was
religion de 1humanite
rather widely accepted by many german thinkers and eventually it formed the philosophical basis of the naturalistic
movement in german literature
in regard to morality the positivist insistence on scientific
impartiality implies a complete indifference to qualitative
distinctions of an intellectual and moral kind and consequently
demands the wholesale rejection of all the traditional forms
and values of thought and morals however in spite of comte s
positivist disavowal of the traditional forms of religion he himhuma mte which was inspired
humamte
self developed his religion de 1human1t6
by his love of mankind and by the desire to achieve a new cul1

1

1

11

1

five
philosophic
sophie posi
m auguste comte cours de Philo
posifive
positive
positne
bachelier 1842 VI law of the three states stages
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tural and social unity on a scientific basis comte was of the
opinion that our instincts cause us to work for humanity and
the happiness of all mankind his religion was then basically
altruistic its principal objective being the promotion of the gen
eral welfare and happiness of every individual 3
john stuart mill a somewhat independent yet in some respects rather close follower of comte objected to the latter s
religion of humanity mill decided finally that he would be
obligated either to break with comte or allow himself to be
dragged from positive philosophy to a new theology herbert
spencer empiricist and evolutionist likewise criticized comte
and the anthropocentric character of his new approach to
philosophy in his own defense comte argued that the strict
maintenance of a complete objectivity of scientific knowledge
would entail the loss of philosophy thus mill could not reject
all subjectivity and still have a philosophy nevertheless as gilson points out men naturally chose to lose philosophy thus
opening the age of intellectual disorder and social anarchy in
which we ourselves are now groping our way 4
wesen
sen
seu
in 1841 ludwig feuerbach published his das we
feu des
Christen
christentums
chustentums
tums which to quote oskar walzel entgotterte
entg6tterte die
Ver such allen
zurn
bersuch
alien
ailen glauben an eine
Gott heit zum
welt durch den versuch
cine gotthelt
schen
blessen see lischen bedurfnisses
menschen
bed6rfnisses des Men
ergebnis eines blossen
henschen
zu machen 5 according to the argument presented by feuerbach der wunsch ist der ursprung ist das wesen selbst der
gatter nichas
g6tter
nichts
mchts andres als das wesen
religion das wesen der gotter
des wunsches
Wun sches c therefore god or the gods are considered
wunscher
superhuman and supernatural only because man wishes them so
once man becomes convinced that he himself is the supreme
reality he will no longer look for happiness above himself but
1

within himself considering himself the absolute man will lose
all supernatural wishes and as feuerbach says wer keine
ebernat6rlichen wunsche mehr hat der hat auch keine uberna
ubernaturlichen
auguste comte the catechism of positivism trans R congreve lon
11

chapman 1858
etienne
tienne gilson the unity of philosophical experience new york
charles scribner s sons 1946 p 270
kis zui
his
bis
goeihes tod gis
eif
sche liferaiur
zur
deul iche
oskar F walzel die deutsche
ton
tou
llteatu ron
ion goelhes
iou
askanischer verlag carl albert kindle 1929
gegenwart
gegenwarth
Gege
nwart 5 auflage
huflage berlin As
gegenuait
kanischer
p 28
deprived the world of divine influence through the attempt to make
all belief in a divinity
danity the result of a mere emotional or psychic need of man
huflage leipzig verlag
ludwig feuerbach das wesen der religion 2 auflage
wish is the origin and the real essence of
p 36
von otto wigand 1849
religion the nature of the gods is nothing more than the nature of wish
don
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tiirlichen
t6rlichen wesen mehr 7it
aitit is only natural that this doctrine of
feuerbach which aimed at the destruction of all supernaturalism should have exerted a tremendous influence on the literary
world in an age which was exposed to positivism materialism
darwinism and the natural sciences
materialism a doctrine which regards matter or material
force or the corporeal world as the one and only reality became very popular in the nineteenth century especially through
the contributions made by karl marx and the cofounder
co
founder of
communism friedrich engels in the works das kommunis
kommums
tische manifest 1848 and das kapral
II
kapiial vol 1I 1867 11
kaphal
III 1894 both marx and engels rejected the shallow
1885 111
and vulgarizer
vulgarized form of materialism advanced by jacob mole
schott Krei
Kohler glaube
KOler
kohlerglaube
slauf des lebens 1852 karl vogt kolerglaube
kreislauf
and ludwig buchner
und W issens
bechner kraft und
wissenschafi
tssenschaft
chafi 1855
stoff 1855 they preferred to develop the limited materialism
of feuerbach as expressed in das wesen der religion according to the general arguments advanced by feuerbach in this
highly influential work all that which is is either material by
itself or it is rooted in and strictly determined by something
which is itself material 8 marx was firmly convinced that feuerbach s materialism could be extended from the mechanical inof matter to biological problems and even to social
teractions
ter
life including philosophy the material order of nature as
marx understood it was conceived as having a history that is
to say as following darwinian evolution whose law was essenti ally the same as that of hegel s dialectical idealism 9 the
sentially
result was then a historical or dialectical materialism which presents the history of society as the history of the class struggle a
survival of the fittest so to speak and thus as a kind of darwinism of the social and economic order in this class struggle
for survival marx saw the two principal opponents in the forces
of capital and those of the proletariat and he thought he could
foresee the eventual expropriation of the capitalists by a
class conscious proletariat with the emphasis on the importance
of classes and the class struggle the individual assumed a posigefidhl fur massenhaftigkeit
tion of little importance the gefiihl
grew stronger with the result that no longer the individual but
7

laid
ibid p 78 whoever no longer has any supernatural wishes
no longer supernatural beings

also has

ibid
gilson op cit p 284
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the social group the class became the hero of the world drama
an idea which proved to be very popular in naturalistic litera
ture
the tremendous influence of charles darwin his theory
of the origin of man and man s biological evolution his doc
innes of natural selection and the survival of the fittest was
felt not only throughout the world of the natural sciences but
in the philosophical religious and literary realm as well it was
darwin who indirectly aided in raising the natural sciences to
a position of respect and influence such as they had never ex
perienced
penanced
penenced
penen
perien
perlen ced before natural science and the scientific method
began to dominate the spirit of the century and the modern
weltanschauung but sometimes excessive enthusiasm for a
thing brings about an unwholesome result for as johannes
voelkelt suggests die begeisterung fur die naturwissenschaft
volkelt
vielleicht
leicht zurn
zum naturwissenschaftlichen dogmatismus
us
ist viel
Dogmatism
ausgeartet 10 the danger lay in the fact that natural science
considered itself qualified and justified to encroach upon nonscientific fields and modes of life and to pass judgment on
moral and religious questions made bold by its discoveries and
exploits in the realm of matter and deeply steeped in its ma
listic presuppositions and prejudices it often expressed its
terialistic
tenalistic
tena
terla
teria
opposition to all religious dogma and even to religion as such
the natural scientist felt inclined to attribute responsibility for
human action to the influence of heredity and environment and
to deny the possibility of moral self determination man was
Massen wesen that reacted to gen
regarded as an irresolute massenwesen
eral stimuli and allowed itself to develop quite passively
and even today as oskar walzel points out it is often cus
Verb rechen durch den hinweis
unwiser
tomary jedes verbrechen
hinwels auf unwider
hindels
bemhnteln
bemant eln 11 this approach to
stehliche
steh liche naturwirkungen zu bemanteln
life and human conduct meant of course an utter disregard
abao
and contempt for such principles as free will and moral abso
lutes because of this materialistic way of thinking diesseitig
diesseltig
keit was emphasized exclusively and all transcendent elements
of former weltanschauungen were rejected quite naturally
the spirit of science penetrated into the realm of art and so
he zelt
zeitfiagen
zeitfragen
Mun schen C H beck sche
asthetische
fragen lunschen
astheniche
munschen
voelkelt Asthenic
Zeit
johannes 1I volkelt
zeir
veriagsbuchhandlung oskar beck 1895 p 157
verlagsbuchhandlung
the enthusiasm for natural
science has degenerated perhaps into a natural science dogmatism
gei
jnhihundeits leip
geniessliowungen des 19 lahhunderis
itesity6mungen
oskar F walzel die gel
p 49
to cloak every
eer crime by referring to
zig quelle und meyer 1924
irresistible natural forces
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arose the notion that art needed but to adhere to the methods
of the natural sciences in order to make its greatest contributions to artistic creation wilhelm scherer professor of german
at the university of berlin was one of the first to proclaim the
coming domination of science in literature as well as in other
fields and he attempted to apply the methods of science to
literary history and literary criticism wilhelm boelsche
b61sche
bolsche made an
earnest attempt to link and unite poetry and science and in his
die naturwissenschaftlichen
Grund lagen der poesie his general
naturwissenschaftlfchen grundlagen
argument is that what mythology was for ancient poetry the
darwinian theory should be for the literature of german
naturalism 12 darwin s laws of heredity and environmental in
influences
fluen ces soon provided such catchwords for litera
literature
turc
turl as ver
werbung
Urn
Um
erbung
welt the french historian
urngebung
umgebung and urnwelt
umwelt
and literary critic hippolyte taine like darwin stressed the
great importance of heredity and environment in the growth
and development of man to taine it was apparent that man
lives in a universe of natural scientific law he is not an independent spectator viewing this vast mechanism from the outside but an integral part of the intricate network of cause and
effect since every human act is absolutely determined by inle
ie milieu and
variable primordial forces namely la race
le moment
ie
free will cannot exist and moral responsibility
has no meaning history and human life become subject to
and determined by these forces consequently the formative
and creative powers of the human mind and heart were not
recognized by taine concepts of talent genius and inspiration
were discarded 13 this was indeed as walter linden says die
schen
menschen
henschen
Un freiheit die den willen des Men
weltanschauung der unfreiheit
nicht anerkennt da dieser wille durch anlage vererbung und
lsi 14
isi
ist
umweltdeterminiert
umwelt determiniert
in general the determinism preached by the natural sciences
ended in a rather depressing pessimism literature likewise respected the spirit of the time faith in the moral betterment of
expres
man was shattered fantasy found no opportunity for espres
def poesie
der
sef
Grundlagen dej
naturwtssenschaftlichen grundlagen
boelsche
b61sche
bolsche
sche die naturwissenschafflichen
wilhelm Bol
ap 6768
67 68
leipzig reissner verlag 1887 pp
pans libraire
paris
litl&ature
littera ture anglaise
His
histoire
hivoire
fotre
toire de la litterature
hippolyte taine hrs
rivoire
hit
hachette 1890 introduction
14
entwicklungnethen reihe
literaiur in enlwicklungsreihen
Natural ismus in liteiatur
14walter
walter linden naturalismus
the
p 7
reclam jun 1936
band leipzig verlag von philipp reclama
27
1

philosophy of bondage the refusal to acknowledge the will of man since
this will is determined by natural tendencies heredity and environment
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sion and art was subjected to the methods of science literature
slon
borrowed from empiricism the tools of analytical and descriptive
methods characters in the literary works of the naturalists
natura lists were
depicted as being almost entirely the result of hereditary and
milieu as individuals they were quite passive stammler tells
of the great popularity of the pessimistic philosopher schopen
hauer whose influence on literature was profound
semen
dannals leder jungling in der
seinen schopenhauer trug darnals
damals
tasche und sog aus ihm die uberzeugung von der sinniosig
sinnlosig
111
blindheim
Blind heit
heli des weltgrundes 15
heii
helt
blindhelt
keit und blindheit
1

according to jethro bithell pessimism as a philosophic system
was not definitely displaced in literature until nietzche
nietzsche
Nietz che s doctrine of the superman passed into the neo romanticism of the
impressionists 16 eduard von hartmann a disciple of schopen
hauer was likewise convinced that the world was metaphysically evil and that all efforts to improve it and its many undesir
undesire
able conditions would be futile therefore the best one could
do was to surrender stoically to the pain and suffering of life
however some literary historians such as hans naumann
and eduard engel 18 fail to recognize this kind of pessimism
in the writings of the young german naturalists
natura lists they argue
that many of these young writers were definitely optimists for
1

had they been otherwise they would not have striven so zealously and incessantly to disseminate their revolutionary ideas
there is no doubt that in most instances naturalistic writers presented in their literary works a rather dismal and pessimistic
picture of contemporary social and economic conditions but
frequently this procedure was ingeniously designed to rouse
society from its lethargy and torpor to incite within each individual the desire and the firm resolve to fight for the amelioration of these inhuman social and economic conditions bismarck
had proved the power of a strong will when possessed by a man
of talent and the ability of leadership nietzsche too was begin
zu
tur
deutsche
tiche Litera
liche
natuiaisfius bis zur
tuf rom
literator
literatur
liferaiur
lorn
wolfgang stammler Deu
lom naluraiiiinus
p 15
Au flage breslau ferdinand hirt 1927
huflage
gegenwart
gegenuart
gegenwarth
Gege nwart
nuart 2 durchgesehene auflage
at that time every young man carried his schopenhauer in his pocket and

sucked from it the conviction of the senselessness and blindness of the world
london
geiman literature
1880 1938
modem getman
18801938
jethro bithell modern
methuen & co ltd 1939 p 3
1885 1924
chiung
gegenwarth
Gege
Dich
deutsche
dege
deutiche
tiche Di
gegenuaft
nwart
18851924
tung
taug der gegenwart
tang
hans naumann die deu
p 144
Metzl ersche verlagsbuchhandlung 1924
2 auflage
huflage
Au flage stuttgart J S metzlersche
geschichte
geichichie
schen
chiung
ichen
deuischen
irben Di
Dich
deut
beut
tung
ichie der deutschen
deu ischen
fung 2 band das 19
eduard engel Geich
Gegen warr
gegenwait
jahrhundert
walf wien F tempsky leipzig G freytag
waif
warl
wait
jabr
lahrhundert
Jahr
fahr
labr
lahr hundert und die gegenwarl
1912 p 310
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ning to make his voice heard with his doctrine of the perfectibility of man through joyous self assertion a self assertion
which was to lead eventually to the glorification of the ober
mensch
certainly such optimistic views were far removed
from the fundamental doctrines taught by natural science and
were diametrically opposed to the pessimism of hartmann and
schopenhauer it is quite obvious then that both the optimism
and pessimism of the zeitgeist is reflected in the works of
lists
the german natura
naturalists
the political economic and social conditions of germany
after 1870 determined to a large extent the german mind in
1871 after the franco prussian war germany at last achieved
political unity and became again an empire the war itself exercised little influence on the literature of the day except indirectly through the social conditions which developed as a result of
it germany s political perspectives were broadened a new
spirit developed in industry new enterprises sprang up everywhere new inventions were introduced the progress in all of
the sciences was tremendous and all phases of german life
experienced a speedy modernization one consequence of the
franco prussian war was the sudden affluence particularly in
berlin where a prodigious building program was undertaken
and where large scale speculation led to a short lived boom
it was not long until berlin was counted as one of the most important and progressive cities of europe these were the so
Grunder jahre germany was becoming a leading incalled grunderjahre
gr6nderjahre
du
dustrial
strial nation with this unparalleled expansion of german
commerce and industry and the general economic and social
revolution came a feeling of tension and unrest the development of big industry and trade resulted in the rapid growth of
large cities which partially de populated the rural areas this
depopulation in turn brought about the loss of some of the
most precious and most substantial elements of the german
past A whole new german world was beginning to take form
politically economically and socially however the problems
which frequently follow the rise of capitalism now made themselves manifest with the great influx of workers the labor
supply on the market became greater than the demand capital
was able to dictate its terms and the result was hardship and
misery for the workers and at times impoverishment and ruin
for the small business man the growth of an industrial prole
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tanat
lariat meant the rise of city slums and the growth of destitution
tariat
in urban centers the wealth of the upper and trading classes
contrasted harshly with the groveling poverty of the working
population quite naturally this resulted in conflicts between
labor and capital marxism and social democracy attempted to
ameliorate the many social ills which rushed in with the new
order by demanding social legislation but even when this was
enacted during the chancellorship of bismarck it could not
check the spread of those malignant social diseases which had
elsewhere characterized the growth of capitalism under the
banner of marxian socialism the proletarians banded together
hoping and working for social revolution
although the concern of the masses was the promotion of
better working and living conditions and the acquisition of a
I problem
decent wage standard the sozia
of the day was in
sozialproblem
kemmes
keines
kernes
reality much broader for as eugen wolff points out kemnes
schliesst
Arbeiter fragen in sich der handelsstand
sst es nur arbeiterfragen
Handels stand
wegs schlie
arbelterfragen
das gelehrtenproletanat
frage ehe
gelehrtenproletariat militar und adel Frauen
frauenfrage
zusthnde
zustande
zu
6ffentliche sittlichkeit erziehungswesen das
stande die offentliche
bohmische
schriftstellerleben die judenfrage
schnftstellerleben
Juden frage die deutsch b6hmische
19
all of these social problems weighed heavily upon
frage
the german mind and as a result found their way into german
naturalistic literature a literary movement that was vitally inrested in all contemporaneous problems the soziale frage
terested
te
however pushed all other interests into the background with
the result that art and literature were placed in the service of
proletanerromane
social reform
armeleutemalerei and pro
letarierromane
became very popular among the german people writers now
zweck der kunst art and liter
selbstzweck
took little interest in the Selbst
tendenzi6s and didactic
acture
ature became revolutionary tendenzios
with numerous changes taking place in the social order and
with people cultivating a materialistic and deterministic outlook
on life it is not surprising that their attitudes toward church
and religion should change likewise
1

verliere
Eigen wert
verli ert seinen
semen metaphysischen
metaphysis chen eigenwert
der mensch verliert
cile
sern ungeheuren mech
blessen rad an clie
diesem
er wird zu einem
elnern blossen

religiosen ideals
eines
elnes religi6sen
an
erfullung
lung emes
anismus
ismus der nicht mehr der Erful
jef
jei Gege
gegenu
gegenwart
gegena
def
gegenwarth
eugen wolff deutsche lneiatm
dege nwart
cnt leipzig S hirzel
bleratur in der
having
d not by any means include only questions haing
pp
32
ap 31
1896
itt ddid
3132
5152
5132
to do with the working classes the business classes the scholars of the
military
proletariat the mil
mii tary and the nobility the question of woman s rights
marriage conditions public morality the educational system the life of lit
arary people the question of the jews the german bohemian problem
erary

jes
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der aus sich selber

there were attempts to make both the protestant and catholic
churches more aware of the social problems and evils of the
day in the hope that they would help better social conditions
and manifest the love for the poor and downtrodden that christ
himself had shown A great work of christian charity arose out
of a deepened insight into the social needs of the time a work
in which social and christian workers cooperated to some extent in an effort to relieve the suffering and the distress of the
impoverished and destitute masses johann H wicherern
Wicherern began
the work of the innere
inhere mission with the establishment of
das rauhe haus in hamburg pastor theodor fliedner laid
the foundations of the diakonissen
Diakon issen institutes and others
such as pastor oberlin freiherr von kottwitz gustav werner
and leaders of several pietistic organizations helped to found
christian institutions and societies whose purpose and objective
was the social and spiritual welfare of man catholic social
leaders such as domvikar
Dom vikar kolping
kolding of cologne and bischof
emanuel von ketteler of mainz were well aware of the great
social problems of the day both worked long and arduously to
help organize catholic workers into social working men s clubs
the precursors of the christian trade unions ketteler a very
influential member of the zentrumspartei was successful in
furthering legislation designed to improve social conditions for
the proletariat 221I heinrich weinel mentions the fact that several clergymen became social democrats in this time of social
unrest with the explanation that der soziale geist des chris
12
this fact was
tentums zu sozialistischen forderungen fuhre 22
without doubt of great significance in influencing public
opinion however as weinel further points out je mehr man
in die diefe
steige desto krasser wird die sozialdemokratische
tiefe steigt
1

haessel
Gegen
gegenwatt
Gege nwan
Dich tung der gegenwan
dichtung
watt
philipp witkop deutsche dichting
waft leipzig H faessel
12
ap 11
1112
verlag 1924 pp
the human being loses his metaphysical values
he becomes a mere wheel on this monstrous mechanism that no longer serves
fulfl ailment
fulfillment
ilment of a religious ideal of an eternal ideal of the
to bring about the fulfs
human race but runs by its own power and sets itself as its goal
mungen des neunzehn
leu
len
ien stromungen
str6mungen
sozialen
alen
aien
jozi
sozia
Stro
theobald ziegler die geistigen
gei stigen und jozialen
agio pp
ap
iglo
igio
flage berlin georg bondi 1910
Au
huflage
urngearbeitete auflage
ten jahrhunderts
lahrhunderts 3 umgearbeitete
seq
ap 278 sqq
seq ap
pp 505 sqq
seq pp
205 sqq
jahrhunderi 53 neubearbeitung tubin19 jahrhunderl
heinrich weinel jesus im ig
p 159
the social spirit of christianigen verlag von J D B mohr 1914
ty would lead to socialistic challenges
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turns und melsi auch jesu 23 it was ein
tums
kritik des Christen
christenturns
christentums
schwdrmerischer kommunismus auf der Grund
schwarmerischer
lage der christ
grundlage
lichen liebe that the masses were fervently seeking and de-

manding something to raise them above the misery and wretchedness of the new capitalistic world 24 most endeavors to prevent the alienation from church dogma which was spreading
among both cultured classes and the masses were in vain A
growing disrespect for established authorities a hostility toward
dogmatism orthodoxy intolerance and hypocrisy especially
within the protestant church led to a new liberalism in religious views ziegler suggests that one can hardly blame the
protestant laymen for losing faith in their pastors who in the
pulpit were not permitted to follow their own convictions or
respect scientific knowledge but who on the contrary predi
gen sollen was sie selbst nicht glauben this he says is certainly no longer der geist protestantischer
protestant ischer gewissensfreiheit
sondern ist ein geist der unwahrhaftigkeit und der luge wozu
kozu
die kirchenbehorde
Geist lichen gera
dezu zwinge
kirchenbeh5rde ihre geistlichen
geradezu
geradeau
zwingt 2521 many
protestant clergymen and laymen were highly critical of the
dependency of their church on the state for this meant to a
great extent state control and supervision and a subsequent
loss of the autonomy previously enjoyed by the protestant
church soon they felt the church would be little more than
a political tool of the state and as such it would be exploited to the utmost in the catholic world all was not well
either the catholic church was being criticized by clergy and
layman alike for its extreme centralization and excessive emphasis on the importance of uniformity which it was thought had
led to an intolerable orthodoxy and dogmatism and the abrogation of free individual thought and action the symbolism of
the sakramentszauber and dingliche
ding liche gnadeneinflossungen
gnadeneinfl6ssungen
the propagation of new devotions and cults die nur der wun
ik vorschub
der sucht und phantastik
Vor schub leisten
dersucht
these and other
Phantast
elements of the established churches were subjected to intense
criticism but it was the religious intolerance of the day which
11

id
ibbfid

the more one descends into the depths the crasser the
social democratic criticisms of christianity become mostly of jesus
ibid p 144 an enthusiastic communism on the basis of christian love
2ziegier op cit p 440
ziegler
are expected to
10 preach what they themselves
do not believe
the spirit of protestant freedom of conscience but a spirit
of insincerity and mendacity which the church authorities actually force their
clergymen into
231
211
211bid
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was most vehemently and savagely attacked ib rudolf eucken
finds the whole nineteenth century eine
emme
erme
erne fortlaufende gegen

kommene form der religion selbst 272
6berkommene
uberkommene
bewegung gegen die uber
the revolutionary developments in the field of the natural sci
sciences darwin s doctrine of evolution historical observation
with its relativization of values and value judgments and positi
tivistic philosophy became the irreconcilable enemies of all tradit
ditional
ional religion and static religious truth political economic
and social tasks and problems increased immeasurably the in
interest in diesseitigkeit the safety of sacred tradition and
the entire realm of the supernatural were challenged by his
dorical
berall wird das wunder aus dem leben ver
torical
toncal criticism 6uberall
21
drieben
trieben
tneben und eine natilrliche
liche ansicht der dinge durchgefuhrt
naturliche
natur
durchgef6hrt 28
A contribution of historical criticism was the so called bibel
kritik according to which every single book in the bible and
its contents was to be studied and interpreted in the light of the
time in which it was written therefore the bible was conceived
of as etwas all mahlich gewachsenes und ahr
einzel
emzel
ihr anhalt
inhalt in binzel
beitlich
heiten als zeitlich
zeit lich gebundenes 29 another result of this bibel
kritik was the opinion that dogmas are likewise conditioned
by the time in which they are formulated for this reason all
religious instruction was to be approached from the historical
point of view there were those who like ludwig feuerbach
and david friedrich strauss had read the spirit of the time
into their negative interpretation of christianity and its central
de neue
def
figure christ strauss in his book der alte und der
glaube questions whether we actually are still christians for
menschen
liche aufricht
Men schen sprechen
aufrichtige
ige henschen
ehrliche
aufnchtige
sp rechen
ehr
he says wenn
werin wir als ehrlicher
serechen
mussen
wollen so massen
m6ssen wir bekennen wir sind keine christen
mehr 30 however as he suggests this does not necessarily
rell gios
reli
religion
k6nnten immerhin
religios
make us nonreligious
wir konnten
imme rhin noch religi6s
glos
neue
gegenwart
Gege nwart
gung der gegenwarth
bewegung
aus der religi6sen
religiosen beegung
ernst troeltsch
troeltzsch
Bee
111
the magic
seq
ap 1170 sqq
III
tiche
schau 21 jahrgang
lil
lii pp
nahrgang
Rund
irbe
iree mundschau
rundschau
deulsche
deutiche
Deul
destiche
Deu sche
Jahr gang 1910
which only promote
of the sacrament and conditional infusion of grace
the search for miracles and the fantastic
neue
modeane
moderne mensch und die religion
rudolf C eucken der modern
11
II p 681
a continuous re
schau 13 jahrgang
Rund
rundschau
deutsche mundschau
nahrgang
Jahr gang 1902
action against the traditional form of religion itself
vren of
everywhere the miracle is being banished and a natural view
vien
ibid
27

receive
ng recognition
things is receiv
receiving

gerste
geistesleben
de iet
lef
deutschen
ischen geisteslehen
let
neu
Geiste sleben der
def
lethen
hauptnchtungen im deu
hen
heu
lemke die hauptrichiungen
dichtung
dichlung
spsegelbild in der Dich
rhi splegelbild
dichting
tung
jahizehnte
jahrzehnie und ihi
fung leipzig quelle und meyer
lung
something that has developed gradually and its content limited
p 50
1914
to the time inn which it was written
flage
dite
der
huflage
auflage
ret
alre
alle
alte und ser
dei
sef
rei neue glaube 10 Au
david friedrich strauss der aire
we are no longer christians
bonn verlag von emil strauss 1879 P 94
E
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seln
sein wenn wir es auch nicht mehr in der form des christen
thums waren
whren 31 friedrich nietzsche decried the virtues of
christianity and exerted with his destructive criticism a tremendous influence on the intellectual and cultural life of the
late nineteenth century because of this influence it is perhaps
not surprising that some of the features of the nietzschean
Ober mensch were incorporated into the christian lebenski
obermensch
lebensi
deal of the last decade of the nineteenth century 32 literature
too felt the weight of nietzsche s keen mind and forceful persona
lity herbert cysarz
sonality
cesarz points to this influence in naturalistic
works
zunachst an nietzsches
Natural ismus hilt
halt
hait sich zunhchst
Nietz sches
der naturalismus
revolution ares
revolutionaries
revolutionares
revolutionkes
kes ethos an den willen zur macht und die um
hes
33
anymora lischen und religiosen
religi6sen werte
wertung
weitung aller moralischen
thing that would destroy this will to power nietzsche considered a negative even immoral factor thus he condemned
christianity as the greatest negative factor of all for as he
alleges it puts a ban on all man s fundamental instincts and
impulses he saw the salvation of society not in christian
altruism but in the domination of the wille zur macht and
the brutal self assertion of individual instincts he felt that it
was the social duty of the race not to subordinate the individual
to the group but to create a new type of personality the
Ober mensch who was to rise above what he regarded as the
obermensch
meek and self effacing virtues of christianity nicht mensch
Ober
0 bermen
sch ist das
mensch
sondern
ziel
rn obermensch
helt sonde
heit
dasziel34
feuerbach marx comte and nietzsche were convinced
that faith in god was disappearing never to rise again and
their atheism both believed and rejoiced in its own finality
transcendent god the friend of man as revealed through
jesus was rejected by these philosophers and their adherents
while at the same time the christian idea of man and his relation to god which had been welcomed at one time as a deliverance from the bondage of matter with which fate had burdened man was now beginning to be felt as a yoke the afore
ibid
we could still be religious in spite of everything even if our
religion did not take the form of christianity
clr
cit
wendland op cir
at p
cesarz von
herbert cysarz
p 302
niemeyer 1928

445
ies zu nietzsche
lei
Schil les
schiller
halle an der saale M
naturalism clings first of all to nietzsche s rev
olutionary ethos the will to power and the revaluation of all moral and re
legious values
ligious
alues
3
irville
tiie
ille
tile zat
zur
irlille
der
def W
dei
zui
friedrich nietzsche weke 15 und 16 bande dey
zai macht
pp 341 sqq
pp 302 sqq
seq
seq XVI
leipzig alfred kroner verlag 1911 XV ap
xv1 ap
not humanity but superman is the goal

weff
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said thinkers argued that man would forfeit his self esteem
and be unable to develop in freedom unless he broke first with
the church and then with the transcendent being upon whom
according to christian tradition he was dependent this urge to
break with god and church increased in scope and momentum
until after several phases and vicissitudes it came to a head in
the most daring and destructive form of atheism absolute
humanism which claims to be the only genuine kind and inevitably regards a christian humanism as absurd 35
toward the end of the nineteenth century when naturalism
was beginning to fall into disrepute there developed in spite
of the previously mentioned and still largely prevalent antianti religious sentiments and trends ein an
christian and antireligious
sch wellen der religiosen
schwellen
schmellen
not in the sense of a positive
religi6sen welle
christianity which was still undergoing attack but in the form
of wiederkehr zur metaphysis
metaphysik und drang nach dem ewi
gen 36 gradually some of the intellectual leaders were becoming aware of what seemed to them to be an important social
truth man cannot organize the world for himself without
god because an exclusive naturalistic humanism is self defeat
ing consequently many advocated a return to god but some
insisted that it be done on a personal basis and not through the
mediation of church or priesthood modernism in the roman
catholic church and the growing liberalism in the protestant
churches did not signify a dislike for religious values as such
for as a matter of fact both clergyman and layman erstrebten
im gegenteil
sere verinnerlichung 37 they felt a need
Gegen teil eine gros
grossere
grossert
gr6ssere
for a new expression of religious truth that would conform to
the religious mood of the time for traditional dogma and
institutional religion were looked upon with disdain
in an age in which man s primary interest centers in the
cultural developments and problems of the day and hour one
can expect to find a reflection of this interest in literature in
this regard german literary naturalism was certainly no exception the time was ripe for a literary revolution not only in
germany but throughout europe writers were no longer
aubac the drama of atheist humanism trans edith M
henni
henri de lubac
ap 5 sqq
seq
riley new york sheed and ward 1950 pp
Dich
chiung
johannes mumbauer die deutsche Di
zelfit freiburg
tung der ne uesten ze
zeli
fung
1I
im Breisgau
breisgau herder und co 1931
p 115
return to metaphysics and
a longing for the eternal
lemke op at
were striving on the contrary for a greater
clr p 46
cir
cit
intensification of religious values
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fb
interested in the world of the past they focussed
their
then attention
cussed
on the social problems of the present there was no room for
timidity and moral cowardice in the opinion of carl bleibtreu
an influential german writer of this period the first and most
Zeitfragen zu
important task of literature is sich der grossen zeitfragen
bemhchtigen 38 adherence to the principle of yart
bemachtigen
aart
art
ari pour I art
of tense against the naturalistic creed
was considered a capital offense
true literature was no longer thought to be the product of an
abstract love for art and aesthetic beauty as ends in themselves
but on the contrary it had to be born of a leidenschaftliche
Theil nahme an den schmerzen und freuden der mitwelt 39
theilnahme
this new literature and art was to be naturalistic in every detail
to quote wilhelm dilthey
1

1

clas
Litera tur will cias
das wirkliche
die literatur
Wir kliche sehen lassen
literator
wie es ist und analysieren sie will die anatomie
Ana tomie und physio
physia
anatolie
wirklichkeifc
kelt
keit sein
seln was heute
logie eines
wirklichkeit
gege benen tells der Wirklich
elnes gegebenen
lebt atmet
urn
um uns menschlich
men schlich gesellschaftlich
geselischaftlich debt
ahmet und pulsiert
pul siert
was jecler
seinera
selner eugenen
seiner
jeder an seinern
decler
heinem eugenen
seinem
eigenen leben und an setner
eigenen
dern messer der wis
seele erfahrt das will sie solange es dem
kenschaft
senschaft
schaft noch nicht verfallen
sen
ver fallen ist
ihr eigenes
sezier
isr unter ahr
eikenes bezier
messer nehmen 40

sie

this

was the spirit of a new age the spirit of science making
itself felt in the world of literature and art it was what wil
1361
boelsche
sche had demanded in his die natw
bolsche
helm 1361sche
nata naturwissenschafilichen
wissenschaftlichen
Grund lagen der poesie 41
grundlagen
one can readily understand why the german people when
confronted with social and philosophical forces of the magnitude of those just mentioned began seriously and critically to
analyze their own religious beliefs in summary because christianity had been attacked some individuals attempted to bring
about social and religious reforms within the christian church
reestablish
their religious faith apart from the
others sought to establish
re
Litera
revolution
lulion der literalur
alum
tur
literatur
literator
carl bleibture Revo
Liter
far
taf leipzig verlag von wilhelm
alur
p 13
friedrich 1886
make oneself master of the great problems of the
time

loys
oys
ays
ibid enthusiastic interest in the sorrows and joys
0ys of that generation
en 6 band
schriffen
schriften
wilhelm dilthey gesammelte schnften
Schrift
die geistige
gei stige welt
p 243
it lit
1914 36
leipzig und berlin verlag von B G teubner 191436
grature
era
erature
ture wants to let reality be seen as it is and analyze it it wants to
be the anatomy and the physiology of a given part of reality whatever is
humanly or socially alive around us whatever breathes and pulsates whatever
each person experiences in his own life and in his own soul that it lit
grature
era
erature
ture wants to bring under its own dissection knife as long as it has not
yet been forfeited to the knife of science
sche op clr
boelsche
b61sche
Bol
bolsche
cir
cit
boi
at
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church and on a personal mystical basis although there were
people who became or remained indifferent to institutional
religion and ecclesiastical dogmas a great many principally
those whose faith had already ebbed or had been completely
shattered by the new social and philosophical ideas became
hostile to religion as such and particularly to christianity all
of these attitudes are well depicted in the creative literature of
german naturalism
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